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Abstract

Different molecular weight grades of poly(DL-lactic acid) were applied as release controlling excipients in tablets for oral
drug administration. The role of molecular weight and glass transition in the mechanism of water-induced volume expansion
and drug release of PDLA tablets was investigated. Modulated differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC) was used to
determine the glass transition temperature of both dry and hydrated PDLA samples. The absorption rate and total amounts of
sorbed water by the polymer were determined by dynamic vapour sorption (DVS). Expansion behaviour of PDLA tablets
was measured using thermal mechanical analysis (TMA). At 95% relative humidity all molecular weight grades of PDLA
sorbed 1.1–1.3% w/w water, as was determined with DVS. MDSC showed glass transition temperature reductions of
10–118C for all molecular weight grades of PDLA in water. Volume expansion studies using TMA showed that the
molecular relaxation time and equilibrium porosity of the tablets increased with molecular weight. The mean relaxation time
increased exponentially with the temperature interval T 2T. The onset temperature of shape recovery of hydrated tablets wasg

approximately 88C lower than for dry samples. Drug release was only slightly affected by molecular weight. It is concluded
that volume expansion of compressed PDLA tablets is related to the glass transition behaviour, originates from water-
induced and thermally stimulated shape memory behaviour and is therefore highly dependent on the molecular weight of
PDLA.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Poly(DL-lactic acid) tablets; Plasticisation; Glass transition temperature; Thermal mechanical analysis; Molecular relaxation time;
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1. Introduction

Poly(DL-lactic acid) (PDLA) is well known for its
highly biocompatible and biodegradable character
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focused on potential applications for implantable transition temperature on relaxational behaviour of
sustained release systems [3], microspheres [4] and the polymers. The consequences for volume expan-
microcapsules [5]. During the last decade, an in- sion behaviour of the tablets and drug release will be
creasing number of papers [6–11] and patents discussed.
[12,13] reported the application of PDLA as a
sustained release excipient in tablets. Previously we
reported on the suitability of PDLA as a release 2. Materials and methods
controlling polymer in tablets prepared by direct
compression [14]. 2.1. Materials

PDLA is a hydrophobic, amorphous polymer,
which can sorb small amounts of water, but does not Biomedical grade poly(DL-lactic acid) polymers
dissolve or swell in an aqueous environment. How- (PDLA) containing 50% D-lactide and 50% L-lactide
ever, these small amounts of water have been found with viscosity averaged molecular weights (M ) ofv

3 3 3 3to have a marked plasticising effect resulting in a 12.5310 , 21.7310 , 41.8310 , 69310 , 136.53
3 3significant reduction of the glass transition tempera- 10 and 241.5310 and with residual monomer

ture of the polymer [15–17]. Previously, we dis- contents ,1% were supplied by PURAC Biochem
3cussed the reduction of the glass transition tempera- (Gorinchem, The Netherlands). M 85310 PDLA,v

ture of PDLA in the presence of water and the containing 25% D-lactide and 75% L-lactide and a
consequences thereof for water uptake and drug residual monomer content of 4.5% [14,18] was
release characteristics of PDLA tablets, which had supplied by Hycail (Noordhorn, The Netherlands)
been prepared by direct compression at temperatures (Table 1). Viscosity-average molecular weights (M )v

below the glass transition of PDLA [18,19]. It was were calculated from the intrinsic viscosity (chloro-
found that the water-induced reduction of the glass form, 258C, Ubbelohde viscosimeter) using Mark-

24transition of PDLA by 10–158C resulted in entropy- Houwink constants K52.21310 and a50.77.
driven relaxation of plastically deformed PDLA at Theophylline monohydrate (Genfarma, Maarsen, The
temperatures around the glass transition of the Netherlands) was used as a model drug. The granules
hydrated polymer (shape memory behaviour). This were cooled by adding solid carbon dioxide and

shape memory behaviour resulted in shape recovery subsequently milled in a Pulverisette 14 mill
of deformed powder particles and volume expansion (Fritsch, Idar-Oberstein, Germany). The sieve frac-
(and consequently porosity increase) of the tablets as tion ,180 mm was collected. The true densities of
a whole. This novel water-induced and thermally
stimulated mechanism has been thoroughly investi-

Table 1gated and discussed previously [18,19]. From expan-
Chemical and physical–mechanical properties of poly(DL-lactic

asion studies at different temperatures, it was con- acid) polymers
cluded that the rate of water uptake, which is the first

[h] r M T M /Mv g w nand most important step in the overall release 3[dl /g] [g /cm ] [8C]
mechanism, was determined by the relaxation rate of

b0.31 1.2467 12500 35.7 1.90the polymer. b0.48 1.2440 21700 45.8 2.57
bRelaxational behaviour of polymers is highly 0.80 1.2541 41800 47.8 2.80
bdependent on the molecular weight and glass transi- 1.17 1.2535 69000 49.0 6.34
b1.99 1.2550 136500 49.5 3.11tion temperature. In order to investigate the suitabili-
b3.08 1.2585 241500 50.2 4.37ty of PDLA as a release controlling excipient in
c1.44 1.2437 85000 48.6 N.D.tablets, a thorough understanding of the effect of

a [h], intrinsic viscosity; r, density; M , viscosity averagemolecular weight and glass transition temperature on v

molecular weight; T , glass transition temperature of dry polymer;gwater uptake and drug release is required. Therefore,
M /M represents the polydispersity of the samples as determinedw nthe primary objective of this study is to investigate by gel permeation chromatography.

bplasticisation of various molecular weight grades of Supplied by Purac Biochem.
cPDLA and the effect of molecular weight and glass Supplied by Hycail.
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3theophylline monohydrate (1.460 g/cm ) and PDLA Sorption behaviour of the powders was analysed at
(Table 1) were measured at 228C by a helium 258C and a relative humidity of 95% using a
pycnometer MVP-1 (Quantachrome Corp., Syosset, dynamic vapour sorption DVS-1000 instrument (Sur-
NY, USA). face Measurement Systems Ltd., London, UK) in-

strumented with a Cahn D200 microbalance. Prior to
analysis, samples (10 mg) were dried to constant

2.2. Methods weight under 0% rH.
Release experiments were performed under sink

For gel permeation chromatography the samples conditions in a USP XXIII dissolution apparatus No
ˆwere dissolved in chloroform (HPLC grade, II (paddle) (Rhone-Poulenc, Paris, France) at 100

Biosolve, Valkensward, The Netherlands) to a final rpm and 3760.58C in 0.05 M phosphate buffer pH
concentration of 1 mg/ml and filtered (Polypure 6.8 dissolution medium. Theophylline concentrations
filter, 13 mm, 0.45 mm, Alltech, Deerfield, USA). were measured spectrophotometrically using an Ul-
The system consists of a Waters 510 HPLC pump, a trospec 4052 TDS apparatus (LKB, Zoetermeer, The
Waters 410 differential refractometer (Waters As- Netherlands) at 268 nm. All experiments were
sociates Inc., Milford, USA) with three thermostated carried out in duplicate.
(358C) columns (Sodex KF-series, KF-80P 4310 Volume expansion of cylindrical flat-faced PDLA
mm, precolumn; KF-80M, 83250 mm, exclusion compacts (500 mg, diameter 13 mm, prepared at 190
limit 2E7 Da; KF-801, 83250 mm, exclusion limit MPa, hold time 0.1 s) was studied by measuring the
1500 Da; Showa Denko, Tokyo, Japan). Chromato- dimensions in 0.05 M phosphate buffer pH 6.8 at
grams were analysed with Millennium 3.0 software 3760.58C at predetermined time intervals. In addi-
(Waters Associates Inc, Milford, USA) with tge GPC tion, axial expansion was measured by thermal
option installed. Molecular weights are relative to mechanical analysis (TMA) with a DMA 2980 in
Polystyrene standards. TMA Mode (TA Instruments, New Castle, Delaware,

Physical mixtures of PDLA and theophylline USA) Cylindrical flat-faced PDLA compacts (diam-
monohydrate (20% w/w) were prepared by mixing eter 9 mm, height 65 mm, prepared at 157 MPa,
the compounds in a Turbula mixer (Bachoven, Basle, hold time 0.1 s) were placed in a specially designed
Switzerland) at 90 rpm for 30 min. No additional cup (diameter 17 mm, height 8 mm), which could be
compounds were added. Cylindrical flat-faced PDLA filled with water. Samples were clamped between the
compacts (200 mg, diameter 9 mm) containing 40 bottom of the cup and an upper parallel plate
mg drug were prepared on a hydraulic press (ESH (diameter 13 mm) (Fig. 1), which exerted a constant
Testing, Brierley Hill, UK) at 157 MPa and a load force of 0.01 N causing negligible compression at
rate of 7.5 MPa/s. The maximum compaction pres- any of the temperatures encountered during testing.
sure was held for 0.1 s. Porosities of the tablets were Axial tablet expansion was measured as a function of
calculated from the weight and dimensions of the time at constant water temperature until no further
tablets and the true densities of the powders. increase of the tablet thickness was measured. Fur-

Thermal analyses were conducted under nitrogen thermore, axial expansion was measured as a func-
using a Modulated DSC 2920 (TA Instruments, New tion of temperature for both dry and hydrated
Castle, DE, USA) and an indium standard. Prior to samples. Dry samples were heated at 28C/min (under
analysis, hydrated tablets were grounded and surface a dry nitrogen purge) whereas hydrated samples were
water was removed with a tissue. Samples (10–15 heated at a rate of 0.58C/min to minimise the delay
mg) were cooled to 2208C before heating to 808C at of the temperature of the water bath. The water
a background heating rate of 28C/min with a 618C temperature was measured with an external ther-
amplitude over a 60 s period. T s were calculated by mocouple. The onset temperature (T ) of axialg onset

extrapolating the linear portion of the thermograms expansion was calculated by extrapolation of the
of the reversible heat flow above and below the glass linear part of the deformation recovery curve
transition, respectively, followed by determination of and determining the point of intersection with the
the midpoint. x-axis.
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Fig. 2. Effect of molecular weight of poly(DL-lactic acid) on glass
transition temperature of dry (♦) and hydrated (378C water) (x)
PDLA polymers.

release are known to lead to an increase of the TgFig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental set-up of the
(anti-plasticisation) [18], this also points to thethermal mechanical analysis experiments.
absence of enthalpy relaxation and monomer release.
The latter was confirmed by pH measurements. Even

3. Results and discussion after several weeks no lowering of the pH of
dissolution medium containing the various molecular

3.1. Glass transition of dry and hydrated PDLA weight PDLA grades was observed. The different
behaviour of the PDLA grades used in this study, is

Table 1 shows some of the physico-chemical explained by their relatively low residual monomer
3properties of the different viscosity grades of PDLA. contents (,1%) as compared with the M 85310v

The glass transition temperature of dry PDLA pow- PDLA of the previous study (4–5%).
3der increased from 35.78C (M 12.5310 ) to 50.28C The reduction of the T is caused by the absorp-v g

3(M 241.5310 ). In the lower M region a rapid tion of water. Experimental quantification of thesev v

increase of T was observed, whereas above M moisture fractions was difficult. It was impossible tog v
369310 hardly any further increase of the T was remove all excess surface water from powdersg

observed resulting in a plateau value of approximate- collected from dissolution medium and determine the
ly 508C (Fig. 2). absorbed water content accurately. Therefore, DVS

When placed in water (378C), an immediate experiments were performed at 378C and 95% rH to
reduction of the T by 10–118C was observed for all determine the equilibrium moisture fraction of PDLAg

molecular weight grades of PDLA (Fig. 2). This was powder. Although a rH of 95% is not identical to
in line with the T reduction of 128C of PDLA M liquid water, a higher rH was technically impossible,g v

385310 as reported previously [18] and with data but also not desirable since capillary condensation
reported in literature [15,17]. However, contrary to would probably occur. The so-obtained water con-

3PDLA M 85310 , after the initial T reduction, the tents are considered good approximations of thev g

T of the hydrated PDLA grades used in this study water content sorbed by PDLA in pure water.g

remained constant for several weeks. This points to Fig. 3 depicts moisture sorption of different mo-
rapid absorption of the equilibrium water content, lecular weight grades of PDLA at 95% rH. Moisture
and, since both enthalpy relaxation and monomer uptake was small but fast, which was illustrative for
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DC and DC are the changes in heat capacity atp,pol p,w
21 21the T of PDLA (0.55 J3g K ) and water (1.94g

21 21J3g K ). The Couchman–Karasz equation is
based on a thermodynamic analysis in which the Tg

is treated as an Ehrenfest second-order transition and
the changes in heat capacity at the T in Eq. (1) haveg

to be considered as temperature independent.
The water fractions as theoretically predicted by

the Couchman–Karasz equation are listed in Table 2.
The average water fraction value was 1.19 (60.05)%
w/w, which corresponds very well with the ex-
perimentally obtained average water content of 1.20
(60.07)% w/w and with other plasticisation data of
poly(DL-lactic acid) reported in literature [15] in
which a water fraction of 1.2% (gravimetrically
determined) caused a reduction of the T from 50.1g

to 37.68C. Other theoretical models, which are
Fig. 3. Sorption profiles of various molecular weight grades of

frequently applied for polymer-plasticizer blendsPDLA as determined by dynamic vapour sorption experiments.
predicted significantly higher moisture fractions. The
average water fraction predicted by the modified

the hygroscopic character of the polymers. Although Couchman–Karasz model derived by Ten Brinke et
the differences between experimentally determined al. [21] was 1.77 (60.08)% w/w. The Gordon–
water fractions were small, x appeared to increase Taylor /Kelley–Bueche equation [22], which is fre-w

slightly with M , ranging from 1.10% (M 21.73 quently applied to describe the glass transitionv v
3 310 ) to 1.28% w/w (M 136.5310 ). Furthermore, it behaviour of homogeneous polymer /plasticiserv

was observed that the sorption rate decreased with blends yielded an average moisture fraction of 2.08
increasing molecular weight. Increasing molecular (60.08)% w/w. Finally, by the Fox equation, which
mobility of PDLA with decreasing M and T due to is a simplification of the Gordon–Taylor equationv g

which faster diffusion of water molecules through and which is generally used for synthetic and
the polymer can occur, is probably responsible for
this.

Table 2In order to describe the effect of plasticisers on the
Glass transition temperatures of dry and hydrated polymers andglass transition temperature of polymers, various
moisture contents as determined experimentally with dynamic

relationships have been derived. Sieman [15] re- vapour sorption and predicted with the Couchman–Karasz model
ported a good correlation between experimentally a bM T (dry) T (wet) x (DVS) x (T )v g g w w gobtained T values and T values calculated with theg g [8C] [8C] [%] [%]
Couchman–Karasz model [Eq. (1)] for poly(DL-lac-

312.5310 35.7 26.0 1.12 1.12tic acid) containing small amounts of water [20]: 321.7310 45.8 34.4 1.10 1.23
341.8310 47.8 37.0 1.21 1.15
3Tg,w 69.0310 49.0 37.8 1.23 1.18

]]x ? DC ? ln 3S Dw p,w 136.5310 49.5 37.7 1.28 1.25Tg,pol 3]]]]]]]]] 241.5310 50.2 39.0 1.23 1.18T 5 T ? exp1 2g g,pol 1 2 x ? DC 1 x ? DC 3s dw p,pol w p,w 85.0310 48.6 37.0 – 1.23
cMean value 1.20 1.19(1)

(6S.D.) (60.07) (60.05)
a Equilibrium x as determined by DVS (378C, 95% rH).wIn Eq. (1), x is the fraction water absorbed, and bw x as calculated with classical Couchman–Karasz equation.w
cT , T and T are the glass transition tempera- Mean water fraction and standard deviation for the various Mg,pol g,w g w

tures of the polymer, water (134 K) and the mixture. polymers.
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semisynthetic polymers [22,23] a moisture fraction removal of the applied stress and storage of the
of 2.62 (60.09)% w/w was obtained. In conclusion tablets, this deformed state is frozen due to the
we can state that the classical Couchman–Karasz limited mobility of the polymer chains below T .g

equation gives the best prediction of the T reduction During storage below T , enthalpy relaxation willg g

of PDLA. This is in line with results reported by occur [24–27] which involves the relaxation of
Siemann [15]. relatively small molecular groups with sufficient

mobility (small relaxation times). This process,
3.2. Relaxational behaviour of PDLA tablets which is also called physical ageing [28] might lead

to small dimensional changes of the samples and its
Fig. 4 shows the axial expansion of tablets pre- rate depends on storage temperature and molecular

pared of various molecular weight grades PDLA. weight [24]. Other studies have shown that volu-
The thickness of all tablets except of those prepared metric recoveries can occur at the glass transition

3of the M 12.5310 grade, increased rapidly reach- temperature during heating of powder samples afterv

ing an equilibrium value within a few hours. The storage below T [29].g

data clearly shows that increasing of M resulted in a Upon increasing of the temperature or lowering ofv

slower but larger axial expansion of the tablets. the glass transition (or a combination of both), the
Axial expansion has previously been related to the time-scale of the largest molecular motions is
recovery of the pre-compaction state of the indi- dramatically lowered. Near or above T , these mo-g

vidual powder particles [18]. It was concluded that tions contribute to a decrease of the free energy.
this ‘shape memory behaviour’ is caused by entropy- Macroscopically, this results in recovery of the pre-
driven relaxation of deformed polymer particles compaction conformation of individual polymer
when the glassy polymer changes to the rubbery chains and axial expansion of the tablets in 378C
state. Upon compaction, polymer chains are forced to water [18].
adapt a different conformation, which leads to lower- In analogy with the description of an enthalpy
ing of the entropy and since DG5DH 2T DS, to an recovery process during storage, the axial expansion
increase of the Helmholtz free energy [18]. Upon of PDLA tablets in water at temperatures exceeding

T was described by the following empiricalg,wet

relationship:
bt

]f 5 expS2 D (2)t t

where f is the degree of relaxation, t is the meant

relaxation time (which is the time required for a
single molecular motion of a particular type to occur
[24]) and b is a relaxation time distribution parame-
ter (0,b ,1). b values lower than unity indicate
that a distribution of relaxation times is required for
an accurate description of the total relaxational
process. The maximum extent of relaxation depends
on the extent of deformation during the compaction
process. Complete recovery of the pre-compaction
thickness of the powder compacts will be equivalent
to a relaxation degree of unity. Therefore, macro-
scopically, the degree of relaxation is represented by:

DhFig. 4. Influence of molecular weight on axial expansion of t
]]f 5 (3)tPDLA tablets in aqueous dissolution medium of 378C. Molecular Dh`

weights (M ) are: 12,500 (n), 21,700 (♦), 41,800 (s), 136,500v

(m) and 241,500 (h). where Dh is the increase of the tablet thickness aftert
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a certain period and Dh the maximum increase of`

the tablet thickness.
The parameters t and b were obtained by using

non-linear regression curve fitting of the experimen-
tal axial expansion data according to Eqs. (2) and
(3). b values ranged from 0.79 to 0.98. Fig. 5 shows
that t increases with molecular weight, which is in
line with the results from ageing studies with poly-
styrene which showed that t increased with increas-
ing molecular weight when the studies were per-
formed at the same experimental temperature [25].
Fig. 6, which also includes data obtained from

3volume expansion experiments of M 85310v

PDLA tablets at different water temperatures [18],
shows that t increases with increasing values of

3T 2T. The mean relaxation times of M 85310g v

PDLA tablets decreased with increasing water tem-
Fig. 6. Relaxation times of PDLA tablets versus normalisedperature. The relaxation times of different molecular
temperature T 2T. The graph includes t values as determinedgweight grades of PDLA can be superimposed when
from expansion experiments with different molecular weight

the temperature intervals T 2T are the same, whichg grades of PDLA performed at 378C (♦) and t values as de-
is in line with enthalpy relaxation data of polystyrene termined from expansion experiments of M 85,000 PDLA atv

[30]. The effect of temperature on t was non-linear different water temperatures [18] (x).

and significantly greater than could be predicted by a
simple logarithmic relationship, a behaviour similar
to that of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) [24]. The ex- 3.3. Thermal mechanical analysis measurements
perimental results clearly show that t increases
within a relatively narrow temperature range from Fig. 7 shows the axial expansion of different
minutes (above T ) to nearly half a day (T 2T5 molecular weight PDLA tablets during heating at 0.5g g

68C). K/min. For ease of comparison, the data are plotted
versus the temperature interval T2T . These S-shapeg

curves are also called the integral deformation
recovery curves or integral curves of the memory
effect [31]. In the lower temperature range hardly
any recovery was observed, but as the temperature
increased, at a certain value, called the onset tem-
perature (T ), the tablet height rapidly increasedonset

up to a maximum value. Irrespective of molecular
weight, T values of dry PDLA tablets (Fig. 7,onset

left) were slightly higher than the T of the polymersg

(Table 3). During the first part of the recovery
curves, just above T , hardly any effect of molecularg

weight on recovery behaviour was observed. How-
ever, upon further increasing the temperature, large
differences were observed. Expansion behaviour of
PDLA tablets in water (Fig. 7, right) was similar to
that of dry tablets. T values were close to the Tonset g

of the hydrated polymers (Table 3). Except for theFig. 5. Effect of molecular weight on equilibrium porosity (x)
and mean relaxation time t (♦) of PDLA tablets. lowest molecular weights, axial expansion of hy-

10 h

2 h
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Fig. 7. Thermally stimulated deformation recovery curve of dry (left) and hydrated (right) PDLA compacts versus scaled temperature T
2T . Molecular weights (M ) of the PDLA grades used were: 21,700 (j), 41,800 (d), 69,000 (m) and 241,500 (♦).g v

3drated tablets was considerably larger than that of and hydrated PDLA compacts with M 21.7310v
3dry tablets. The reason for this is probably that the and M 241.5310 . The graphs clearly show thev

presence of water weakens interparticle bonding. shift of the curves to a lower temperature range due
Furthermore, porous compacts are filled with water, to plasticisation of PDLA by water. The reduction of
which prevents the tablet from collapsing. The T by approximately 12–138C was in line withonset

maximum expansion was found to be highly depen- data obtained from modulated DSC. Furthermore,
dent on molecular weight, which was in line with the Fig. 8 shows the corresponding differential deforma-
time-expansion curves shown in Fig. 4. This is also tion recovery curves. The peak of these curves
shown in Table 3 where the maximum expansion is represents the temperature (T ) at which the re-max

listed as the relative expansion degree, h /h . covery rate, v has its maximum value. Themax 0 max

Fig. 8 shows the integral expansion curves of dry differential recovery curves of high molecular weight

Table 3
Characteristic parameters of shape recovery of dry and hydrated PDLA tablets (heating rate 0.58C/min, h ¯4.7 mm)0

aM T T T v h /hv g onset max max max 0

(8C) (8C) (8C) (mm/K) (–)

Dry PDLA tablets
312.5310 35.7 – – – –
321.7310 45.8 47.4 48.4 321.3 0.282
341.8310 47.8 49.7 51.2 272.2 0.306
369.0310 49.0 51.0 52.2 312.2 0.387
3136.5310 49.5 51.1 52.2 – –
3241.5310 50.2 51.3 52.5 375.3 0.558

Hydrated PDLA tablets
312.5310 26.0 – – – –
321.7310 34.4 35.4 37.7 309.9 0.291
341.8310 37.0 37.8 39.2 435.0 0.423
369.0310 37.8 37.6 40.2 418.1 0.533
3136.5310 37.7 37.9 40.3 432.0 0.611
3241.5310 39.0 38.3 40.3 552.8 0.731
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creased with molecular weight. The onset tempera-
ture is generally recognised as the softening tempera-
ture and it was therefore not surprising that Tonset

values resembled T values quite well. The increaseg

of v with molecular weight is more difficult tomax

understand. In the previous section we showed that t

increased with molecular weight and more specific
with the temperature interval T 2T. The recoveryg

rate v was found to decrease with increasingmax

T 2T. This would mean that the relaxation time (t)g

increased with increasing T 2T, which is in contrastg

to what we observed in the previous paragraph. The
latter could be explained by the relatively larger
entropy reduction of higher molecular weight PDLA
as a result of compaction (long polymer chains do
not respond (relax) to the compressional force as fast
as short polymer chains do) and the lower extent of
enthalpy relaxation of higher molecular weight
PDLA during storage. Since the ‘entropy spring’ is
the driving force in the volume expansion of PDLA
compacts, a larger entropy reduction during compac-
tion may lead to a larger value of v . The lack ofmax

3expansion of tablets of M 12.5310 tablets can bev

explained by the molecular weight between entangle-
ments (M ) of PDLA. M is one of the moste e

important parameters in determining the mechanical
properties of polymers below T . Entanglements actg

as physical crosslinks and the lower the number of
physical crosslinks, the less elastic the polymer will
behave. To possess sufficient mechanical strength,
the molecular weight of polymers should be at least a
number of times that of M . For the PDLA gradee

3used in this study, a value of approximately 6.0310
has been reported for M [32]. The entanglemente

3Fig. 8. Thermally stimulated deformation recovery curve of dry density of M 12.5310 PDLA is too low to give thevand hydrated compacts with M 21,700 (a) and M 241,500 (b).v v polymer sufficient mechanical strength and elasticity
The curves in the upper part represent the integral recovery

(memory). In water, the lack of entanglements wascurves, whereas the curves in the lower part represent the
expressed by the absence of shape recovery since,differential recovery curve.

upon plasticisation by water, the polymer acts more
like a viscous liquid rather than an elastic rubber.

PDLA tablets exhibited a second peak or shoulder
around 508C, corresponding with the T of dry 3.4. Release characteristicsg

PDLA. This is probably caused by incomplete
wetting of the compacts during the expansion experi- Water uptake is the first step in the overall
ments. mechanism of drug release from tablets. Taking into

The recovery parameters in Table 3 show some account the role of molecular relaxation in the
interesting phenomena. Both T and T in- mechanism of water uptake, it was expected that theonset max
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particles became trapped in the viscous polymer
matrix. Release of theophylline was analysed accord-
ing to the general equation:

Mt n]5 kt (4)M`

in which M /M is the fractional release, k is at `

constant characteristic of the system, and n is an
exponent characteristic of the mode of transport of
the solute. The parameters n and k were calculated
by means of non-linear regression curve fitting of the
experimental release data according to Eq. (4) (Table
4). The calculated n-values ranged from 0.50 to 0.62,
which points to a Fickian or diffusion controlled
transport mechanism [33]. The small increase of the
overall release rate with molecular weight is caused
by the larger expansion degree (higher equilibrium
porosity) of tablets prepared of high molecularFig. 9. Theophylline release from tablets (200 mg, [ 9 mm, 20%

w/w theophylline) prepared of PDLA powders with molecular weight PDLA. Although expansion of low molecular
weights of: 12,500 (♦), 21,700 (s), 69,000 (m), 136,500 (x) and weight compacts is faster, the final porosity (reached
241,500 (j).

within 2 h) is lower. Since release occurs over a
period of 16–24 h, the equilibrium ‘porosity’ is
much more important for the release rate than the
‘rate’ of expansion. The n-values also increased with

molecular weight of the polymer would affect water M . Low M PDLA tablets expand rapidly, andv v

uptake and consequently drug release of PDLA expansion will be complete within a short period
tablets. However, as is shown in Fig. 9, contrary to (Fig. 4). The major part of the incorporated drug will
expansion behaviour, theophylline release from be released from a nearly inert matrix and conse-
PDLA tablets was only slightly affected by molecu- quently n is close to 0.5. Slower relaxation of high

3lar weight (except for M 12.5310 ). Release of molecular weight PDLA results in a porosity in-v
3theophylline from tablets containing M 12.5310 crease over an extended period (up to 4 h, Fig. 4). Asv

PDLA was incomplete due to the lack of volume a result, the effective diffusion coefficient increases
expansion and water uptake of these tablets. Due to during an extended period which results in a smaller
the low viscosity of the plasticised polymer, tablet decline of the release rate with time (and conse-
pores were blocked and the majority of the drug quently larger n-values).

However, the effect of molecular weight on drug
release from tablets containing 20% w/w theophyl-

Table 4
a line was marginal compared to the effect on volumeAnalysis of theophylline release data

expansion. This is caused by the fact that tablets2M n k rv containing 20% w/w theophylline expand to a lesser
312.5310 – – – extent than tablets which consist of 100% PDLA.
321.7310 0.500 0.2547 0.9978 Furthermore, a significant fraction of the pores is341.8310 0.535 0.2475 0.9980
3 created by dissolution of the volume fraction drug,69.0310 0.546 0.2379 0.9985
3 which is identical for all PDLA tablets. It might be85.0310 0.534 0.2343 0.9989
3136.5310 0.570 0.2435 0.9977 expected that drug release from lower-dosed tablets
3241.5310 0.618 0.2122 0.9988 will be influenced by molecular weight to a larger

a n, kinetic exponent, k, system constant. extent.
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